LET THE GAMES BEGIN!

38TH ANNUAL CORDOVA TIP-OFF BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
JANUARY 16-18, 2020

THURSDAY, JANUARY 16TH
3:00PM GIRLS: WASILLA VS. SCAMMON BAY
4:30PM BOYS: WASILLA VS. SCAMMON BAY
6:00PM GIRLS: CORDOVA VS. UNALASKA
7:30PM RAISING WOLVERINES K-2ND GRADE
8:15PM BOYS: CORDOVA VS. UNALASKA

FRIDAY, JANUARY 17TH
3:00PM BOYS: SCAMMON BAY VS. UNALASKA
4:30PM GIRLS: SCAMMON BAY VS. UNALASKA
6:00PM BOYS: CORDOVA VS. WASILLA
7:30PM RAISING WOLVERINES 3RD-5TH GRADE
8:15PM GIRLS: CORDOVA VS. WASILLA

SATURDAY, JANUARY 18TH
2:00PM GIRLS: WASILLA VS. UNALASKA
3:30PM BOYS: WASILLA VS. UNALASKA
5:00PM GIRLS: CORDOVA VS. SCAMMON BAY
6:30PM RAISING WOLVERINES 6TH-8TH GRADE
7:15PM BOYS: CORDOVA VS. SCAMMON BAY

GAME TIMES ARE APPROXIMATE

AWARDS CEREMONY IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE LAST GAME